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[57] ABSTRACT 

The invention provides a novel class of linear bal 
anced free piston machines which include a first mov 
able assembly supported for reciprocating movement 
along an inner axis, at least two counterbalancing as 
semblies supported for individual reciprocating move 
ment along respective separate paths spaced around 
the inner axis, and a corresponding plurality of sepa 
rate synchronizing mechanisms individually connect 
ing each counterbalancing assembly to the ?rst mov 
able assembly for simultaneous synchronized move 
ment of the counterbalancing assemblies along their 
respective paths with component vectors of such 
movement directed at all times in the opposite direc 
tion to the movement of the ?rst assembly. At least 
one of the movable assemblies includes a movable 
member of an energy absorbing device, such as a com 
pressor, electric generator or pump. 

The parts are arranged and interrelated to maintain 
thecommon center of gravity of all moving masses of 
the apparatus at a substantially ?xed location therein 

, for all operating positions of the respective assemblies. 
Preferred arrangements of individual synchronizing 
levers and of a cooperating sealing member between 
such inner and outer movable assemblies are shown. 

14 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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LINEAR BALANCED FREE PISTON MACHINES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
Free piston engines are known in which power is 

transmitted from a suitable power piston to a movable 
member of an energy absorbing device by connections 
within the engine. In some of these machines, the de 
sired balance is achieved by connecting a power piston 
and energy absorbing device member, such as a com 
pressor piston,.to move together as a unit, and by pro 
viding a substantially identical unit movable along the 
same axis as the first unit and at all times in opposite 
directions. In such machines, a member of a particular 
function, such as a power piston, moving with one unit 
is counterbalanced by a substantially identical member 
such as another similar power piston moving in the op 
posite direction with the other unit. Thus the balancing 
is achieved by an arrangement of two oppositely mov 
ing assemblies which are essentially symmetrical, i.e. 
which constitute substantially mirror images of each 
other on each side of a central axis or plane of symme 
try. ' 

As described and claimed in my earlier US. Pat. Nos. 
3,501,088 and 3,525,102, unsymmetrical free piston 
engines have been developed in which two oppositely 
moving counterbalancing assemblies which are not 
symmetrical, for one reason or another, are arranged to 
balance each other. 
There are problems, however, when one wishes to 

utilize such prior free piston engine devices for applica 
tions in which it is necessary or desirable to isolate part 

’ or all of one of the movable assemblies from the other. 
For‘example, if the energy absorbing device in such an 
apparatus is to operate on food'materials for human or 
animal consumption, there is a need to insure that the 
food product handled by the machine cannot be con 
taminated by oil or other impurities from the power 
section of such an engine. Similarly in such applications 
as refrigeration, it may be important to seal off or iso 
late an energy absorbing device, such as a compressor 
or pump for the refrigerant, from the power section of 
the machine or from the atmosphere or other surround 
ings. In any case, it is desirable to prevent the escape 
of oil or other contaminants from the power section of 
a free piston engine. 
The desired isolation of such movable working or en 

ergy absorbing members from their associated driving 
engine power sections or surroundings has been previ 
ously achieved in other types of machines, such as ro 
tary machines by the use of appropriate rotary seals. In 
piston machines where reciprocating translational 
movement of power and working pistons along the 
same axis is involved, it is possible to achieve some iso 
lation by special seals or packings along an axially mov 
able piston shaft extending between the power and 
working pistons. Such arrangements, however, involve 
greater axial length for the entire machine and extra ex 
pense for the cost of the packings. The extent and 
speed of axial movement of the parts also tends to wear 
out the seals prematurely. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a novel class of free 
piston machines in which a ?rst movable assembly is 
mounted for reciprocating movement with its center of 
gravity moving along an inner axis, and in which at least 
two counterbalancing assemblies are mounted for indi 
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2 
vidual reciprocating, i.e., back and forth, movement 
with the respective centers of gravity of the counterbal 
ancing asemblies moving along separate individual 
paths spaced from each other around such axis. A sepa 
rate synchronizing mechanism connects each respec 
tive counterbalancing assembly with the ?rst movable 
assembly for movement of the counterbalancing assem~ 
bly along its path with a component vector of move 
ment which is at all times opposite to the direction of 
movement of the first assembly along the inner axis. 
The machine further includes at least one power cylin 
der stationarily mounted in the engine, and one of the 
movable assemblies includes a power piston portion 
movable within the power cylinder, while at least one 
of the other movable assemblies includes a movable 
member of an energy absorbing device. Such device 
may be partly or entirely driven by transmission of 
forces from such a power cylinder to the energy ab 
sorbing device member through the particular synchro 
nizing mechanism which connects the two assemblies. 
To further achieve the desired balance, the respective 
paths of movement of the counterbalancing assemblies 
are angularly oriented and spaced around the inner 
axis, and the construction and operation of the respec 
tive synchronizing mechanisms are so arranged, that 
‘the common center of gravity of all moving masses 
within the machine remains at a substantially fixed 
point therein for all operating positions of the respec 
tive assemblies. The outer assemblies are preferably 
spaced symmetrically around the inner axis to simplify 
the design considerations. 
Free piston machines according to the invention may 

include a plurality of power piston portions carried by 
one or more of the movable assemblies, but preferably 
by less than all of the assemblies. Such plural power pis 
ton portions may be connected and operated to provide 
simultaneous or parallel power strokes for the assembly 
or assemblies involved, or to provide successively alter 
nating power strokes in ?rst one direction and then the 
opposite direction. 

In one operating form of the invention, two or more 
counterbalancing assemblies are movable along paths 
which are parallel to the inner axis of the machine, are 
separated therefrom by equal radial distances and are 
spaced around said axis at equal angular spacings, with 
the masses of the respective counterbalancing assem 
blies equal to each other and with the center of gravity 
of the first movable assembly moving at all times along 
said inner axis. In the preferred form of the invention, 
the first movable assembly includes two alternately and 
oppositely acting power piston portions movable coaxi 
ally along the inner axis, all power pistons of the ma 
chine are included in the ?rst movable assembly, and 
two counterbalancing assemblies are located with their 
parallel paths of movement spaced 180° apart around 
the inner axis and with two alternately and oppositely 
‘acting compressor piston portions on one of these two 
counterbalancing movable assemblies and with the 
other counterbalancing movable assembly operating 
essentially only as a counterbalancing mass. 

In order to achieve the desired synchronizing action 
while maintaining the center of gravity of all moving 
parts at the desired common point, the preferred syn 
chronizing mechanism for each counterbalancing as 
sembly includes a lever having an intermediate part 
pivotally supported on the machine for limited swing 
ing movement on a pivotal axis perpendicular to the 
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common plane defined by the respective inner path or 
axis of movement of the first movable assembly and the 
path of movement of the particular outer counterbal 
ancing assembly. This pivotal axis is thus spaced be 
tween the two assemblies, and the lever has ends pro 
jecting toward each assembly and connected thereto by 
respective inner and outer links. For maximum elimina 
tion or balancing of components of vibration, the syn 
chronizing lever and its links should have a Z-shaped 
con?guration as shown in the accompanying drawings, 
with the inner and outer connecting links projecting in 
opposite parallel directions from the outer ends of the 
synchronizing lever to the respective movable assem 
blies. Moreover, the length of the synchronizing lever 
should be selected with reference to the desired dis 
tances through which the inner and outer assemblies 
are to reciprocate, so that the synchronizing lever 

' swings through equal arcs, as small as practically possi 
ble, above and below a reference line passing through 
the pivotal axis of the lever and perpendicular to the 
paths of movement of the assemblies. 
To provide the desired separation of the power sec 

tions from the energy absorbing or working members, 
all power piston portions are preferably located on one 
movable assembly, i.e., the inner or first movable as 
sembly, and this assembly is enclosed within a first 
housing portion. The working members can then be po 
sitioned on one or more of the counterbalancing assem 
blies, each within its own outer or second housing por 
tion. These housing portions are sealed from each other 
by suitable housing or partition walls, except for a lim 
ited area at which a transverse passageway is provided 
to accommodate a synchronizing mechanism lever. 
Thus, according to a further feature of the invention, 
a ?exible sealing partition can be positioned across the 
limited passageway between the first movable assembly 
and the counterbalancing assemblies, such sealing 
member being penetrated only by the rocking lever of 
its synchronizing mechanism and being sealed around 
such rocking lever close to the pivotal axis of the syn 
chronizing lever. In this construction, sealing surface 
displacements and velocities can be much lower than 
on conventional shaft or similar sealing. surfaces run 
ning at the same speeds and distances as the movable 
assemblies themselves, and the usual rubbing velocities 
which wear out such conventional seals are eliminated 
and replaced by limited ?exing of a sealing partition. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS‘ 

In the drawings which form a part of this application, 
and in which like reference characters indicate like 
parts ' - 

FIG. 1 is a schematic elevation view, partly in sec 
tion, of one operating form of linear balanced free pis 
ton machine according to the invention, in which a re 
ciprocating inner power assembly is individually con 
nected to and counterbalanced by two outer oppositely 
movable counterbalancing assemblies, each of which 
includes a movable member of an energy absorbing de 
vice. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic top view of a modi?ed form of 
such a machine in which a central assembly is con 
nected to three outer counterbalancing assemblies; 
FIG. 3 is a view similar to FIG. 2 of a free piston ma 

chine of this type in which a central assembly is con 
nected to four oppositely moving outer counterbalanc 
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ing assemblies spaced at equal angles around the axis 
of the inner assembly; . 

FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIGS. 2 and 3 ofa modi?ed 
free piston machine in which an inner movable assem 
bly is connected to four oppositely moving outer coun 
terbalancing assemblies which are not distributed at 
equal angles from each otheraround the inner assem 
bly, but which are symmetrically spaced around the 
axis of the inner assembly in balanced pairs; 
FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 2 of a modified free 

piston machine in which an inner movable assembly in 
cludes at least one pair of pistons at opposite sides of 
the axis of movement of the inner assembly, and in 
which this assembly is counterbalanced by two oppo 
sitely moving outer counterbalancing assemblies; 
FIG. 6 is a vview similar to FIG. 1 of a modified linear 

balanced free piston machine in which the inner assem 
bly is a power assembly which is individually connected 

. to two movable outer assemblies, one of which includes 
a movable member of an ‘energy absorbing device, 
while the other assembly serves primarily as part of the 
counterbalancing weight for the inner assembly; 
FIG. 7 is a'view similar to FIGS. 1 and 6 of a further 

modi?cation inwhich power pistons are mounted on 
each of ‘two outer counterbalancing assemblies, while 
the inner movable assembly performs only a balancing 
function; . 

FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 6 of a preferred free 
piston machine in which an inner movable assembly 
has two coaxial alternately and oppositely acting power 
pistons and is individually connected to two oppositely 
moving outer counterbalancing assemblies, and one of 

, which includes a pair of alternately and oppositely act 
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ing compressor piston portions and the other of which 
operates only as a part of the counterbalancing mass; 

FIG. 9 is an enlarged sectional view on the line 9 — 
9 of FIG. 8 (but with the synchronizing lever in its mid 
position), showing details of a ?exible sealing member 

, and synchronizing lever combination according to the 
invention; and 
FIG. 10 is a sectional view on ‘the line 10 —- 10 of 

FIG. 9, with portions broken away for clearness. 

' ‘DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 
‘ As shown in FIG. 1, a preferred linear balanced free 
piston machine according to the invention includes a 
main housing or frame portion 11 on which a first mov 
able assembly 12 is supported for reciprocating transla 
tional movement along an inner longitudinal axis of the 
machine. In this embodiment, the ?rst movable assem 
bly includes a power piston portion 13 which recipro 
cates within a power cylinder 14 stationarily mounted 
on the housing or frame 11. A fuel injector or spark 
plug 16, and appropriate inlet and outlet ports, provide 
for compression ignition or spark ignition of an appro 
priate combustible mixture 'within the combustion 
chamber 17 between the piston portion 13 and the 
head of cylinder 14 in known manner. 

Piston 13 is secured to a longitudinally movable shaft 
18, which in this case is co-axial with piston 13 and cyl 
inder l4 and de?nes an inner axis or path of longitudi 
nal movement of the ?rst movable assembly. 
At the lower end of shaft 18 is secured a connecting 

member 19_ for the synchronizing mechanisms to be de 
scribed below, together with a further piston portion 21 
designed to reciprocate along the axis 18 within a lower 
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cylinder 22. The space between piston portion 21 and 
the head of the cylinder portion 22 may serve as any 
desired portion of a free piston engine power section, 
and may, as in FIG. 8, constitute another combustion 
chamber to provide power during successive power 
strokes in opposite directions for inner assembly 12. 
Alternatively, chamber 23 may serve as a bounce com 
pressor chamber to provide return energy for upward 
movement of the inner assembly 12, or it may serve as 
a scavenging chamber to provide air for scavenging the 
combustion chamber 17. Chamber 23 may also serve 
as a part of an energy absorbing device such as a com~ 
pression chamber in which the piston 21 serves as the 
movable member of such a device to provide desired 
pressures or pumping actions within chamber 23. 
As described, the first movable assembly 12 includes 

a plurality of portions or members, all of which move 
essentially as a unit during the reciprocating transla 
tional movement of this assembly. 
According to the present invention, at least two 

counterbalancing assemblies are supported for recipro~ 
cating translational movement along paths which are 
spaced outwardly from and around the inner axis of the 
first movable assembly l2.‘In this embodiment, two 
such counterbalancing assemblies are shown, as indi 
cated generally at 24 and 26 respectively. Counterbal 
ancing assembly 24 includes a movable member 27 of 
an energy absorbing device, which is illustrated as a 
compressor piston working in a compressor cylinder 28 
provided with appropriate inlet and outlet ports 29 and 
31. In this embodiment the second counterbalancing 
assembly 26 also comprises a movable energy absorb 
ing device member and is shown as a compressor piston 
32 operating in compressor cylinder 33 with an inlet 34 
and outlet 36. Other forms of energy absorbing devices, 
such as generators, pumps, or the like could also be ad 
vantageously incorporated or substituted for these par 
ticular counterbalancing members. Compressors 28 
and 33 may be independent, or connected in parallel as 
parts of a single stage compressor, or connected in se 
ries for two stage compression. 
According to a further feature of the invention, each 

outer counterbalancing assembly is individually con 
nected by a separate synchronizing device to the first 
movable inner assembly 12. The respective counterbal 
ancing assemblies are symmetrically positioned around 
the axis 18 in a manner which is determined by the rela 
tive masses of the moving parts incorporated in or mov 
ing with the various movable assemblies, and the paths 
of movement of the counterbalancing assemblies and 
their relative angular spacings around the inner axis 18 
are selected in such a manner that the common center 
of gravity of all moving masses of the machine remains 
at a substantially ?xed location in the engine for all op 
erating positions of the respective assemblies. In this 
particular case, the paths of movement of the outer 
counterbalancing assemblies are parallel to the inner 
axis 18, the masses of the respective counterbalancing 
asemblies are equal to each other, and their paths of 
movement are spaced at equal radial distances from the 
inner axis 18 and at equal angular distances around that 
axis, i.e., 180° apart from each other as measured 
around the axis 18. 
The individual synchronizing mechanisms are con 

structed and oriented to provide movement of each 
counterbalancing assembly in directions having com 
ponent vectors of such movement which move at all 

6 
times in the opposite direction to the direction of 
movement of the inner assembly 12. 
A preferred synchronizing mechanism is shown in 

. FIG. 1, in which a swinging or oscillating lever 37 is piv 
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oted on a transverse axis at 38 ?xed in housing 11 and 
extending in a direction perpendicular to the common 
plane de?ned by the axis of movement of shaft 18 and 
the axis of movement of piston 27. The pivotal axis 38 
of lever 37 is thus located, as shown, at an intermediate 
position between the paths of movement of the respec~ 
tive assemblies which are connected by the lever. 
Lever 37 has its outer lever end arm 39 pivotally con— 

nected at 41 to a connecting link 42, which is pivoted 
in turn at 43 to the compressor piston 27. The opposite 
or inner end 44 of the lever 37 is pivoted at 46 to an 
other connecting link 47, the lower end of which is piv 
oted at 48 to the member 19 of the ?rst movable assem 
bly 12. The axes of rotation of all of these pivots are 
parallel to each other in this embodiment. 
A similar synchronizing lever 49 is pivoted at 51 to 

connect the other counterbalancing assembly 26 to the 
first assembly 12. Lever 49 has its outer end pivoted to 
a connecting link 53, which is pivoted to compressor 
piston 32, while the inner end of the lever 49’ is simi 
larly pivoted to a connecting link 52 pivoted to member 
19 of the first movable assembly 12. 
To achieve the desired balance, and to minimize or 

eliminate lateral or rotary unbalanced forces, the two 
synchronizing mechanisms are constructed in similar 
fashion and are symmetrically oriented, so that rotation 
or swinging movement of one element of one synchro 
nizing mechanism is symmetrically balanced by an op 
posite rotation or swinging movement of a correspond 
ing element of the other synchronizing mechanism. It 
will be understood that if more than two counterbal 
ancing assemblies and individual synchronizing devices 
are used according to the invention, they would be ar 
ranged symmetrically with respect to axis 18 in such a 
way that the desired condition of balance would be 
achieved. Also, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the respective 
arms of levers 37 and 49 are equal, i.e., the counterbal 
ancing assemblies move along their paths over the same 
total distances as the inner or ?rst movable assembly 
12. The lever arms could in some cases be unequal for 
special design needs, e.g., to achieve the proper com 
patibility between the power piston speed and the 
speed of a pump piston or other working member. The 
desired balance is achieved in each case by making sure 
that the absolute values of the product of the masses 
moving in one direction times the lengths of their re 
spective strokes are equal at all times to the absolute 
values of the masses moving in the opposite direction 
times the lengths of their strokes. 

Also, the paths of movement of the counterbalancing 
assemblies need not be parallel to the path of move 
ment of the ?rst movable assembly 12, provided that 
the angular orientation of the various paths of move 
ment of the two or more outer counterbalancing assem~ 
blies according to the invention are so arranged, and 
the relative masses moving along the different paths, 
the lengths of their moving strokes, and the construc 
tion and orientation of the individual synchronizing 
connections between such outer assemblies and the 
inner or ?rst movable assembly all cooperate and are 
interrelated ‘to maintain the common center of gravity 
of all moving masses of the machine at a ?xed location 
in the engine for all operating positions of the engine 
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assemblies‘. In the example of FIG. 1,-the center of 
gravity ‘of the moving parts of the first assembly 12 are 
symmetrically located with respect to the shaft axis 18, 
so that the common center of gravity of all members of 
the first movable assembly 12 remains at all times 
somewhere along the shaft axis‘ 18. The various masses 
of the counterbalancing assemblies and synchronizing 
mechanism parts are similarly arranged in this case to 
have their common center of gravity likewise located 
along the shaft axis 18 in such a manner that they sub 
stantially completely counterbalance the first movable 
assembly, a condition which is defined when the com 
mon center of mass of all the movable masses which 
form a part of or move with the various assemblies and 
synchronizing connections of the machine remains at a 
substantially fixed location within the machine, i.e., in 
this case at a particular fixed point along the shaft axis 
18. 
FIGS. 2 to 4 are schematic top views of modified 

forms of linear balanced free piston machines'accord 
ing to the invention ‘in which the relative number or ar 
rangement of counterbalancing assemblies may be var 
ied within the principles already set foith. ThusgFIG. 2 
is a schematic top view of a modification in which a 
first movable assembly, indicated generally at 71, is 
movable along an axis 72 in a direction which would be 
perpendicular to the plane of the drawing as viewed in 
FIG. 2. In this case, three counterbalancing assemblies 
73, 74 and 76 are spaced around the axis 72 at equal 
angular distances from each other and at equal radial 
distances from the axis 72 itself. Each .of the counter 
balancing assemblies 73, 74 and 76 is individually mov 
able on its own axis parallel to the axis 72 of the first 
movable assembly. Each of these counterbalancing as 
semblies is also individually and separately connected 
to the first movable assembly by appropriate synchro 
nizing linkages essentially similar to those shown in the 
device of FIG. 1-. The main levers 77, 78 and 79 of the 
respective individual synchronizers are shown in FIG. 
2 as oscillating on ?xed pivots 81, 82 and v83 suitably 
fixed within a main housing or frame 84 of the ma 
chine. These main levers are connected by appropriate 
intermediate links (not shown) to the respective pivotal 

, connections 86, 87 and 88 of the respective counter 
balancing assemblies, as well as to the parallel pivotal 
axes 89, 91 and 92 on the first movable assembly. In 
this case, as well as in the modifications of FIGS. 3, 4 
and 5, the synchronizing levers are pivoted at their mid 
points so that the relative lengths of reciprocating 
movement of the first movable assembly and of each 
counterbalancing assembly are essentially the same. 

In the particular con?guration shown in the modi? 
cation of FIG. 2, the total mass of each counterbalanc 
ing assembly 73, 74 and 76 is equal to one-third of the 
total mass of the ?rst movable assembly 71. It would be 
possible to provide synchronizing levers which have 
arms of unequal length, and to space the counterblanc 
ing assemblies angularly at other relatively symmetrical 
positions around the first movable assembly, for exam 
ple with two of the three counterbalancing assemblies 
relatively close to each other and with the third coun 
terbalancing assembly located at the opposite side of 
the?rst movable assembly at an angular location half 
way between the ?rst two counterbalancing assemblies, 
in which case the masses of the respective counterbal 
ancing assemblies would be adjusted with respect to 
each other to achieve the balancing condition previ 
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ously described, i.e., in which the common center of 
gravity of all moving masses of the apparatus remains 
at a substantially fixed position within the machine at 
all operating positions of the various assemblies. 
FIG. 3 illustrates another modification in which a 

first movable inner assembly 93 is individually con 
nected to four outer movable counterbalancing assem 
blies 94, 96, 97 and 98, by means of individual synchro 
nizing levers 99, 101, 102 and 103 respectively. Here 
again, the various assemblies are individually movable 
with respect to a main housing or frame 104, and the 
individual paths of movement of the outer counterbal 
ancing assemblies, as well as their lengths of stroke and 
relative masses are so chosen as to position the com 
mon center of gravity of all movable masses of the ma 
chine at a ?xed location in the machine for all operat-l 
ing positions. In this case, the outer counterbalancing 
assemblies are spaced at equal angles around the axis 
of the inner assembly 93, i.e., 90° apart, the main syn 
chronizing levers have arms of equal lengths, so that 
the relative lengths of travel of the respective assem 
blies are equal,'and to achieve the desired balancing 
condition, each of the counterbalancing assemblies has 
a ‘total mass equal to one quarter of the mass of the 
inner movable assembly, with each counterbalancing ' 
mass at the same' radial distance outwardly from the 
axis of movement of the inner movable assembly 93. 
FIG. 4 shows a modified arranngement in which an 

inner movable assembly'106 reciprocates on an axis 
107 relative to a machine frame ‘or housing 108, and in 
which the movement of the ?rst assembly is balanced 
by four outer counterbalancing assemblies 109, 111, 
112 and 113. These outer counterbalancing assemblies 
are individually connected by separate synchronizing 
levers 114, 116, 117 and 118 respectively to the inner 
movable assembly 106 in such a manner that the outer 
assemblies have the desired component vectors of 
movement at all times in the opposite direction to the 
movement of the inner assembly 106. In this case, the 
four outer counterbalancing assemblies are symmetri 
cally spaced with respect to axis 107, but are not 
spaced at equal angles from each other around that 
axis. Instead, the four outer counterbalancing assem 
blies are located in symmetrical‘pairs, so that assem 
blies 109 and 111 are angularly close to each other and 

' are symmetrically balanced by diametrically opposite 

55 

assemblies 112 and 113 which are also relatively close 
to each other on the opposite side of axis 107. Here 
again the respective arms of the synchronizing levers 
114, etc. are equal, so that the respective inner and 
outer assemblies travel along parallel paths for equal 
distances in opposite directions to achieve the desired 
condition of balance. _ 

FIG. 5 shows another modi?cation of the invention 
in which the inner assembly indicated generally at 119 
is movable along an inner axis 121 and includes two 
piston members 123 and 124 which are rigidly con 
nected as parts of the ?rst movable assembly 119 and 
are symmetrically positioned so that the center of mass 
of the ?rst assembly remains at some point along axis 
121, while all parts of the ?rst assembly move together 
as a unit with respect to the machine housing or frame 
122. 

In this case two counterbalancing assemblies 127 and 
128 are located 180° apart around axis 121 and are 
supported for individual movement along paths parallel 
to axis 121. Each counterbalancing assembly is individ 
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ually connected by a separate synchronizing member, 
such as synchronizing levers 129 and 131 respectively, 
to the inner movable assembly 119, so that each of the 
outer assemblies always moves in the opposite direc 
tion to the direction of movement of the inner assem 
bly. Here again the synchronizing levers are supported 
for limited oscillation on fixed rotary axes 132 and 133 
respectively. 

In each of the arrangements shown in FIGS. 2 to 5, 
there will be at least one power piston on one of the 
movable assemblies and at least one movable member 
of an energy absorbing device on another of the mov 
able assemblies. For example, each of the inner mov 
able assemblies of FIGS. 2 to 5 could involve a power 
piston for driving each respective machine, while at 
least one, or even all of the outer counterbalancing as 
semblies could include a movable compressor piston or 
other movable energy absorbing device member. Alter 
nately, such an energy absorbing device member can 
be included in at least one, but less than all of the outer 
counterbalancing assemblies, and the remaining coun~ 
terbalancing assembly or assemblies may constitute 
merely a counterbalancing weight, or may perform 
some other function which does not necessarily classify 
it as an energy absorbing device. 
FIG. 6 shows another modi?cation of this latter type. 

In this modi?cation the first movable assembly 136 in 
cludes a power piston 138 reciprocating in a stationary 
power cylinder 139 fixed with respect to the housing or 
frame portion 137. A connecting shaft 141 rigidly con 
nects the power piston 138 to a second piston 142 
which moves as a unit with the other parts of assembly 
136 and operates within a second cylinder 143 to pro~ 
vide any desired operating function. In this case cylin 
der 143 preferably serves to provide a bounce chamber 
or scavenging chamber for cooperation with the power 
cylinder 139. 

All of the parts of this first assembly. move together 
as a unit along the longitudinal axis 144 of the machine 
which preferably constitutes an axis of symmetry of this 
first assembly, so that the center of mass of all movable 
elements of the ?rst assembly is located at all times 
somewhere along axis 144, 

In the device of FIG. 6 two outer counterbalancing 
assemblies are provided. The first counterbalancing as 
sembly 146 includes an energy absorbing device mem 
ber which is illustrated as a compressor piston 147 op 
erating within a compressor cylinder 148. In this exam 
ple, the compressor piston 147 is connected by a shaft 
149 to a longitudinally movable cross-head 151 which 
slides within guide 152 to insure the desired path of 
movement of this outer counterbalancing assembly. 
The assembly 146 is individually connected to the first 
inner movable assembly 136 by a synchronizing lever 
153 pivoted at 154 for limited swinging movement on 
a fixed axis on housing 137 at a point intermediately 
spaced between the inner and outer movable assem 
blies. Lever 153 in this case has two equal arms, one of 
which is pivoted at 156 to a connecting link 157, the 
other end of which is pivoted at 158 to crosshead 151. 
Similarly, the inner end of lever 153 is pivoted at 159 
to a symmetrical connecting link 161, the other end of 
which is pivoted at 162 to a portion 163 secured to the 
inner movable assembly 136 and moving as a unit 
therewith. Thus the synchronizing linkage just de 
scribed insures movement of counterbalancing assem 
bly 146 at all times with a major component vector of 
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such movement (and in this case with the entire direc 
tion of such movement) extending always in the oppo 
site direction to the movement of the first assembly 
136. 

5 The second counterbalancing assembly 164 in the 
modification of FIG. 6 is illustrated as one which per 
forms only a counterbalancing function and which in 
cludes no movable energy absorbing device member. In 
this case the assembly has a shaft portion 166 fixed to 
a crosshead 167 vertically movable in guide 168 on 
portion 169 of the main housing 137. At the upper end 
of shaft 166 a further crosshead member 171 moves 
within guide member 172, with all parts of the counter~ 
balancing assembly 164 moving as a unit along a path 
parallel to axis 144 and spaced from that axis a radial 
distance equal to the spacing of counterbalancing as 
sembly 146. Here the elements 166, 167 and 171 of the 
counterbalancing assembly move as a unit, and are in 
dividually connected by the separate synchronizing 
lever 173 and the intermediate links 174 and 176 to the 
portion 163 of the inner assembly to obtain the desired 
balancing movement of assembly 164 at all times in the 
opposite direction to the movement of the inner assem 
bly 136. 

In this and other cases, the outer arm portions of the 
synchronizing levers, such as 153 and 173, can not only 
differ in length from the inner portions, but may even 
differ in length from each other, provided the relative 
outer lever arm lengths and the masses of theouter as 
semblies connected to them are selected to maintain 
the desired condition of balance, with the common 
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center of gravity ofall movable masses of the complete 
machine remaining at a substantially ?xed location for 
all operating positions of the parts. 

35 FIG. 7 schematically illustrates another modification 
in which the inner movable assembly 181 constitutesv 
essentially a counterweight which is movable similarly 
to a crosshead within guide 182 of the main frame or 
housing of the apparatus. The outer counterbalancing 
assemblies 183 and 184 in this configuration each in 
clude piston members. For example assembly 183 in 
cludes a, power piston 186 and the compressor piston 
187, while assembly 184 similarly includes a power pis 
ton 188 and a compressor piston 189. In each of these 
outer assemblies, there is essentially a complete free 
piston engine portion, all parts of which move together 
as a unit in one direction. The individually movable 
outer assemblies are connected by separate synchroniz 
ing levers 191 and 192, and the intermediate linkage 
connections previously described, to the inner movable 
assembly 181, which then moves in the opposite direc 
tion as a counterbalancing weight to provide the speci 
fied condition of balance for the entire machine. Alter 
nately, the inner movable assembly 181 could include 
a pump piston, compressor piston or other working 
member. 
Another modi?cation of the invention is shown in 

FIGS. 8, 9 and 10. In FIG. 8, the inner movable assem 
bly 221 includes upper and lower power pistons 222 
and 223 which move along a common axis within coax 
ial upper and lower power cylinders 224 and 226. A 
connecting shaft 227 rigidly interconnects the power 
pistons for movement of this inner assembly as a unit. 
An outer housing portion 228 is provided at one side 

of the main housing of the inner power unit, and this 
outer housing encloses one of the outer movable as 
semblies 229, which consists of upper and lower com 
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' 'Ipres'sor pistons ' 

fwithina compressor cylinder 233 and the compressor 
includes inletandoutlet valves 234 and 236. The lower . 
compressor piston 232‘ operates within its ‘own ‘lower 
compressor cylinder portion~237, which also has appro- - 

231I'jand 232. Piston 231 reciprocates 

vpriate inletIand outlet valves 238yand 239. A rigid con 
necting shaft -240;conne_cts,1 the upper and lower power 
'pistonjsfor movement of yall parts of thisouter assembly 
as a-unit.- The'main housing; portion 24'1jhas a project 
I‘in'g ?angevaiea 242 which ‘is adapted toengage one'sur 
face of an intermediat'eimember 243, which is secured 
betweenpo'iftion 2421 anda cooperating ?ange portion 

Y 244 on the'ou'terhousingi 228,10 provideappropriate _ 
vlines of separation between thelinner and outer hous- > 
ing's and =mem'berj243. Thus the-respecting housing por 
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is 
tions 24'! and 228¥1effectiyelyiseparate the'inner and ' 
outerijmovable‘assemblies from each other; but provide 
a transverse passageway'246 extending transversely be 
tween the two‘ housi'ngs'zThe synchronizing mechanism 
for-separately ‘interconnecting the outer assemblyj229 
with the, inner ‘assembly- 221 includes a transversely ex 
tending. lever ‘ 247. which; projects through passageway _ _ 

1 246 and which'is. provided‘with- a pivotal ,support'in at ' ' 
least one of: the ‘housing niernbers7242gi 243" and 244; In‘ 
this case,‘ as shown in“ detail in,‘ F1659, lever'2471in 
cludes an iinne'rend' 248 with a bearingl24’9ifor pivotal 
connection'with ‘a link"2f5l; The‘ other end of link 251 

‘bodiment of FlG._ 8, however; has the distinct advan 
tage that the free piston machine is‘ provided with posi 
tivepower strokesin both directions‘ofope'ration! and 
these power strokes-occur in-this particular example’ 
along the common‘ axis of._movem'ent of the two power 
‘pistons on the-innermovable~assemblyp This device 
therefore does, not depend on the return energy 'of a 
bounce -compressor,.for its return strokes, and there-is 
no need to adjust any such bounce return energy during 
starting,‘ for _.exar_npl_jev during. the transition fromjan ini- 
tialfstarting stroketonorrnal operation; " ' Moreover,_ 

work? vvis ' performed ‘by; one .energy 
absorbing device‘m'ember in one, direction of move. 
.me'n't' and by another such membéi?iin: the‘ opposite 1di 
Hr'ectio'n of movements-Instead of two separate‘ oppo 
sitelyact'ing working’memb'ers, a single member which 
vis double-actingcan-be‘ provided,1such asacompr'e's'sor I 
piston with twov oppositely ' acting ‘faces. I Also,“ where 

' maximum speed of operation'is'rde‘sired;ItheéFlGi ‘8 ar 
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iscOnn'ectedsat252'to a cross member 253 rigidly's'e 

, 'j'L'ever247'ha “a'm'ain' mass-mos 254 extending {a 
ajpi'vbta'li gearing‘ 2565a: its one end foriai'pivotal "con-l - 

- nection tof alin'k 257; the'other end of-whieh is pivoted 
.at 258 to't'hefout'er‘‘movable'assernbly229iv _ v - 

“ lnjthis case‘jth‘e pivotal support for leveri247 is pro- ' 
_ 'vided‘b'y two'iangulariy projecting arin's261 and‘262 
- whichterminate in shaft portions 263 and 2641pivotally ' , 
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supported in bearings 266 and; 267. These bearing pori- v 
tions are secured ‘between the respective inner and in 
termediate members 242 and 243' so marine ‘pivotal '40 
axis is‘generally along the plane of separation 245 be 
tween‘these two‘ members. ‘ ' 

members 269Iand27l movablejverticallywithin guides 

' j; The remainingremovable outer assembly shown. in - 

' FICL'S is‘ thecounterbalancing assembly 268i'iilhichv is ‘illl'istrated as having upper and lower counterweight 
45 

272 vand'273 along an outer path essentially parallel to ' 
the path of inner shaft 227. A connecting shaft 274 rig 
idly interconnects counter-weights 269 and 271 for 
movement of the parts of this counterbalancing assem 
bly as a unit. ' 

The desired:counterbalancing movement is provided‘ 
by ;a separate synchronizing lever ‘275, pivoted at 276 
in one of the housing portions for pivotal movement on 

‘ an axis essentially perpendicular .to the common plane 
de?ned by shafts Y227 and 274. Thus,>similarly'to lever 
247; the outer‘end'of lever' 275’ is secured through a 
connecting link 277 to the outer movable assembly 

_ 268, while the innerendof lever 275 is similarlyse-I, 
cured by a connecting link 278 to the rigid portion 253 

_ of the inner movable ‘assembly. Thus all movements of 
vthe inner assembly-221 are counterbalanced at all times 
by opposite" movements of the respective outer assem- - 
bliesr229 and 268. In this case only'one of the outer as 
semblies involves‘ any working or energy-absorbing de 

a ' vice, whilethe other'outer counterbalancing assembly 
' - performs merely apart of the counterbalancing func 

> tion without any corresponding work function. The em 

50 

' blethqdutpluiiiof a BIG 
_ stroke and'bore'; ' 

ranger'nent-can be I'modified-v ‘byEr'novi'n'g-l piston 232'f-and 
its cylinderifrom‘ assembly'229. to replace-weight'mem5 
-.berv27.l of assembly 2681-an‘d eliminating weight 269;‘In ' 
this case the masses §ofzpower pistonsQZZ-and 223. ‘can. 7 
‘be made lighter‘, vthus = reducing the; total‘ weight of the : 
moving parts and ‘increasing the speed and,‘ this, the 
power output foffthe'enginel‘Alsog as seen by ‘compari 
son with'FlQ. 6:, only-a‘sniall'iricrease'in size'a'nd cost 
is necessary .to' provide‘jthe increased ‘power.’ output 'of 
such aFlG. sty'pe' of machine‘. which is morehthanfdouf 

6 ma" 

" ' lnall these caseggm masses are so balanced that 
eommoncenteriof gra I I I I I I 

entire unit remains ‘at: asubstantially v fixedjIlocation in . 
the machinev for all operating positionsof the respective 

‘ assemblies. Furthermore,’ in this-FIIGLLS ryp‘eror ma~ 

.of- all movable masses -_,_of the 

chine,‘ all of thepower functions are concentrated- in 
i j the, inner or main housing-portion as partof the inner 

or first movable assembly. _ a v . a, , ~v > > , 

- According‘ to a furtherjfeature of the invention, it is 
desirable in many casesto provideva positive seal or 

~ separation between the operating mechanisms of the 
- inner assemblyandone or more'of the outer assem 

blies;v The'present invention provides anfim'proved'ar- _ 
rangementfor such a seal in combination with the par 
ticular _ orientation '- and relative arrangement of the 
parts of this type of free piston-machine. Such a sealing 
‘arrangement is shown at the left portion of FIG. 8 be 
tween the inner assembly 221 and the outer assembly 

, 229, and further details of an, appropriate sealingmem 
bet and arrangement are further shown in-FIGS. 9 and 

' 10. Thusa ?exible sealing member or diaphragm 281 

55 

_ movement provided by bearing shafts 263 and 264.I 

60 
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is provided which has an inner‘ edge secured in sealing 
engagement to lever member 247, and speci?cally to a 
suitable seat 282 located on the central portion 254 of 
lever 247 at a point essentially along the axis of pivotal 

The outer edge of ?exible diaphragm‘ member'v281 is 
secured at 284 to anyappropriate housing portion, and 
is shown herein between the housing portion 243 and 
an outer retaining member 286 secured to the housing 
portion 243 by screws 287. ' ‘ ' ' 

‘, lt will beunderstood that the specific design of a ?ex 
I ible sealing member such as 281 may be :varied to tit 
the particular application involved. Also, the manner of 
securing the inner and outer edges of such a sealing 
member can be modified by those skilled-in the ‘art. ln 

Iiitelwith' th ‘same power ~v 
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any case, however, this invention positions the sealing 
engagement between such a sealing member 281 and 
the movable rocker arm or lever of the synchronizing 
mechanism in a plane which either intersects or is close 
to the pivotal axis of the lever member. Thus both the 
physical displacement of the sealing member and the 
degree of ?exing imparted to it by movement of the 
lever can be reduced to a minimum and the life of such 
a sealing member correspondingly increased. In effect, 
the sealing member is secured to the lever arm at a 
point where the sealing surfacedisplacements and ve 
locities are much lower than on any of the conventional 
shaft or similar surfaces in prior art devices, where such 
sealing surfaces must be running at the same speed or 
moving along the same axial distances as the pistons of 
a prior art engine con?guration. The particular lever 
arrangement shown in FIGS. 9 and 10, with the Y 
shaped portions 261 and 262 extending outwardly to 
hearing shafts 263 and 264 makes it possible in this par 
ticular case‘to anchor the inner edge of the sealing 
member 281 at exactly the location of the pivotal axis 
of the lever, by means of the retaining clamp 283 and 
associated bolts. Thus a novel and advantageous seal 
ing arrangement is provided in the particular combina 
tion of the present invention in which an inner movable 
assembly and an outer movable assembly move in es 
sentially parallel paths and in opposite directions, and 
in which the motion is transmitted between these as 
semblies in the desired manner by means of a rocking 
lever extending generally transversely from the inner 
assembly to the outer assembly and pivoted for rocking 
movement on a pivotal axis which is essentially perpen 
dicular to the common plane de?ned by the paths of 
movement of the inner and outer assemblies. In this 
way, a sealing member associated with such a rocking 
lever close to its pivotal axis is subjected to minimum 
?exing and displacement, in terms of both distance and 
velocity and allows hermetic sealing. 
As shown in the devices of FIGS. 7 and 8, a plurality 

of power pistons are located on one or more, but less 
than all, of the inner and outer movable assemblies. In 
the example of FIG. 7, one power piston portion is car 
ried by each of the outer movable assemblies, and the 
inner movable assembly has no power piston. The two 
power pistons are arranged to provide simultaneous 
power strokes in only one direction of movement of the 
respective assemblies. 

In the FIG. 8 embodiment, the free piston machine 
is provided with plural power piston portions which are ‘ 
arranged for alternating and successive power strokes 
and resulting driving movement of the assemblies suc 
cessively in opposite directions. Thus work may be per 
formed by one or more energy absorbing device mem 
bers in one direction of movement and by one or more 
other such members in the opposite direction of move 
ment. This type of arrangement provides a machine in 
which the working and power functions may be sub 
stantially equally balanced. The machine also has its 
masses balanced so that the common center of gravity 
of all movable masses of the entire unit remains at a 
substantially fixed location in the machine for all oper 
ating positions of the respective assemblies. 
The balanced linear» free piston machines described 

in the foregoing speci?cation are believed to offer sig 
ni?cant advantages in both ?exibility of design and 
construction, and in minimizing production costs for a 
line of such machines in which standardized individual 
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14 
elements such as power pistons, power cylinders, syn 
chronizing linkages, compressor cylinders and pistons 
and the like can be assembled in various configurations 
to meet the requirements of different applications. 
Such machines have a design ?exibility which can be 

adapted to a wide range of different applications and 
functions, including not only pumps, generators and 
compressors broadly, but also including operation with 
different products or ?uids, such as air, refrigeration 
gases or other gases. The preferred combination of a 
speci?c synchronizing lever arrangement and ?exible 
sealing member as arranged in this novel class of free 
piston machines also provides for hermetic sealing be 
tween the respective movable assemblies and their 
housings to meet the requirements for relative isolation 
of any materials or any parts of‘the machine, either 
with respect to each other or the surrounding environ 
ment. The speci?cations set forth some of the ways in 
which the invention may be practiced, including the 
best mode presently contemplated for carrying out the 
invention. Other modi?cations and variations may be 
apparent to those skilled in the art, in the light of the 
foregoing description and the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. A balanced linear free piston machine comprising 

a ?rst movable assembly having portions substantially ' 
all of which move together asa unit, said first movable 
assembly being supported for reciprocating movement 
with its center of gravity moving along an inner longitu 
dinal axis of the machine, at least two movable counter 
balancing assemblies each of which has portions sub 
stantially all of which move together as a unit, each 
counterbalancing assembly being supported for indi~ 
vidual separate reciprocating movement with the re 
spective centers of gravity of the counterbalancing as 
semblies moving along respective separate outer paths 
spaced from each other around said inner axis and ?rst 
movable assembly, a separate synchronizing means me 
chanically and independently interconnecting each 
movable counterbalancing assembly with said ?rst 
movable assembly for simultaneous synchronized 
movement of each movable counterbalancing assembly 
along its path in a direction having component vectors 
of such movement which are moving at all times in the 
opposite direction to the movement of the ?rst mov 
able assembly, at least one power cylinder stationarily 
mounted on said machine, one of the movable assem 
blies having a power piston portion supported for recip 
rocating movement in said power cylinder, and at least 
one of the other movable assemblies including a mov 
able member of an energy absorbing device. 

2. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 in which the paths of movement of the mov 
able counterbalancing assemblies are angularly ori 
ented and spaced around the inner axis at positions de 
termined by the relative masses and lengths of stroke 
of the respective movable counterbalancing assemblies 
and of the first movable assembly, the relative location 
and orientation of said plurality of paths and the con 
struction, orientation and operation of said synchroniz 
ing devices positioning all of the masses included in and 
associated and moving with each movable counterbal 
ancing assembly at radial distances and angularly 
spaced positions around said inner axis and ?rst mov 
able assembly which maintain the common center of 
gravity of all moving masses of the apparatus in a sub 
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stantially fixed position in the apparatus at all possible 
operating positions of the movable assemblies. 

3. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 in which at least one, but less than all, of said 
movable assemblies is provided with a power piston. 

4. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 in which at least two of said movable assem 

. blies are each provided with at least one power piston 
and in which the power pistons of different movable as 
semblies are movable in respectively different paths. 

5. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 in which said one power cylinder is coaxial 
with said inner axis and said one power piston portion 
is also coaxial therewith, said power piston portion 
being part of said first movable assembly for movement 
of said first assembly in response to power strokes of 
the power piston portion coaxially along said inner axis 
in at least one direction, and with the center of mass of 
the first assembly located at all times on said inner axis. 

‘6. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 5 in which the ?rst movable assembly includes 
two oppositely acting power piston portions for move 
ment of the ?rst assembly in response to successive al 
ternating power strokes of the two power piston por 
tions along said inner axis in both directions. 

7. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 6 in which the counterbalancing movable as 
semblies include at least ‘one first working member 
which performs work during movement of the first 
movable assembly in one direction and at least one sec 
ond working member which performs work during 

_ movement of the ?rst movable assembly in the opposite 
direction. . _ 

8. A balanced. linear free piston machine according 
to claim 5 having two counterbalancing assemblies sup 
ported for movement along respective separate paths 
each of which is parallel to said inner axis and spaced 
180° around said inner axis and first movable assembly _ 
from the other separate path. 

9. A balanced linear free piston_machine according 
to claim 8 in which the two counterbalancing assem 
blies are of substantially equal mass and their respec 
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16 
tive paths of movement are spaced radially equal dis 
tances from said inner axis and first movable assembly. 

10. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 9 in which only one of the two counterbalanc 
ing assemblies includes a movable energy absorbing de 
vice member and the other counterbalancing assembly 
operates only as a counterbalancing mass. 

11. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 10 in which only the first movable assembly is 
provided with any power piston. 

12. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 in which a second power cylinder is station 
arily mounted on said machine, and one of the other 
movable assemblies has a power piston portion sup 
ported forreciprocating translational movement in said 
second power cylinder. 

13. A balanced linear free piston machine according 
to claim 1 having a first housing portion for the first 
movable assembly and a second housing portion for 
one of the other movable assemblies, said first and sec 
ond housing portions having wall portions generally 
separating said movable assemblies from each other 
but providing a limited transverse connecting passage 
way between them, the synchronizing device connect 
ing the ?rst movable assembly to said one other mov 
able assembly including a lever extending through said 
‘passageway generally transversely from said inner axis 
toward the outer path of movement of said one other 
movable assembly, said lever having a pivotal support 
on one of the housing portionsclose to said passageway 
for'pivotal movement of the lever on a pivotal axis gen 
erally perpendicular to a planelde?ned by said inner 
axis and by said outer path of movement, and a ?exible 
sealing member extending across and sealing said pas 
sageway and having sealing engagement with said lever 
close to its pivotal axis. 

14. A balanced linear free piston engine according to 
claim 13 in which said ?exible sealing member has its 
outer edges clamped in sealing engagement against at 
least one of said first and second housing portions. 

* * * * * 


